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Background: Alternans of early phase and of duration of action potential (AP) critically
affect dispersion of refractoriness through their influence on conduction and repolariza-
tion. We investigated the phase relationship between the two alternans and its effect on
conduction. Methods and Results: Transmembrane potentials recorded from ventricles
of eight swine and three canines during paced activation intervals of ≤300 ms were used
to quantify alternans of maximum rate of depolarization (|dv /dt |max) and of action potential
duration (APD). Incidence of APD alternans was 62 and 76% in swine and canines. Alter-
nans of APD was frequently accompanied with alternans of |dv /dt |max. Of these, 4 and 26%
were out of phase in swine and canines, i.e., low |dv /dt |max preceded long APD. Computer
simulations show that out of phase alternans attenuate variation of wavelength and thus
minimize formation of spatially discordant alternans. Conclusion:The spontaneous switch-
ing of phase relationship between alternans of depolarization and repolarization suggests
that mechanisms underlying these alternans may operate independent of each other. The
phase between these alternans can critically impact spatial dispersion of refractoriness and
thus stability of conduction, with the in phase relation promoting transition from concord
to discord while out of phase preventing formation of discord.

Keywords: alternans of depolarization, alternans of repolarization, maximum rate of depolarization, arrhythmia,

wavelength oscillation

INTRODUCTION
Beat-to-beat variation in action potential (AP) morphology is
termed as alternans. Several studies suggest that alternans of repo-
larization, i.e., of action potential duration (APD), play an impor-
tant role in mechanisms of ventricular fibrillation (VF; Koller
et al., 1998; Fox et al., 2002; Banville et al., 2004). Spatial dis-
cord in alternans of APD is particularly conducive to initiation of
arrhythmia (Qu et al., 2000), presumably, because of the increase
in dispersion of repolarization. Transition of concord (where the
alternating pattern is same everywhere) to discord is partly influ-
enced by conduction (de Diego et al., 2008; Mironov et al., 2008).
More recently, supernormal conduction (SNC), i.e., where a wave
with shorter wavelength has faster velocity, has been shown to
promote concordant alternans (de Diego et al., 2008; de Lange
and Kucera, 2010). SNC is characterized by a negative slope of
conduction velocity (CV) restitution, which is typically obtained
using a S1S2 protocol. In addition to the cell to cell coupling,
conduction is critically affected by maximum rate of depolar-
ization (|dv/dt |max). Consequentially, there has been a renewed
interest in alternans of the early phase of an AP, i.e., of depo-
larization (Karagueuzian et al., 1993; Lalani et al., 2008). Our
objective in this study was to investigate the phase relationship
between alternans of repolarization and of depolarization, and
to determine how this phase relationship may affect formation
of concord and discord. The ionic mechanisms governing early
and later parts of an AP are distinct but interlinked. We hypoth-
esized, therefore, that alternans in early and late parts of an AP,
i.e., alternans of |dv/dt |max and of APD, although correlated most

of the time, could operate independently. Further, because of the
interplay between the speed of a conducted AP (CV) and recov-
ery from previous activation, the phase relationship between the
two will impact conduction of APs importantly. Our results show
that while these two alternans are frequently correlated, the phase
relationship between the two does change. Simulations show a
mechanism by which the phase relationship between the two
affects generation of spatial discord in repolarization. These results
suggest that the phase relationship between alternans of early
phase of AP and of APD plays an important role in stability of
activation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All animal studies were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Kentucky.
Data were collected from eight farm pigs (18–21 kg) and three
dogs. For swines, animals were anesthetized using a combination
of telazol (4–8 mg/kg), ketamine (2–4 mg/kg), and xylazine (2–
4 mg/kg), followed by thiopental sodium (Pentothal, 10–11 mg/kg,
IV). After anesthesia, the hearts were rapidly excised and placed
in cold Tyrode’s solution. A small piece of ventricular tissue,
approximately 20 mm × 10 mm × 5 mm, was isolated and pinned
in a plastic chamber and superfused with warmed (36 ± 1˚C)
Tyrode’s solution bubbled with a mixture of 95% O2 and 5%
CO2. Composition of the Tyrode’s solution was (in mmol/L):
0.5 MgCl2, 0.9 NaH2PO4, 2.0 CaCl2, 137.0 NaCl, 4.0 KCl, and
5.5 glucose. To this solution, NaHCO3 was added until the pH
was between 7.3 ± 0.05. Tissue samples were obtained from the
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mid to apical anterior-lateral region of right ventricular free wall.
Transmembrane potentials (TMP) were recorded from the endo-
cardial side. Samples were equilibrated for about 60 min while
being paced at a cycle length (CL) of 500 ms using 3 ms wide
biphasic stimuli with intensities three to four times the diastolic
threshold. Glass microelectrodes, filled with 3 M KCl solution,
were used to record TMP. Non-alternans related data collected
from six swines have been reported previously (Jing et al., 2010).
Data from only those trials where APs observed during the preced-
ing 500 ms CL pacing did not display obvious signs of ischemia,
i.e., were not of triangular shape, were used for further analyses.
For canines, we analyzed data collected as a part of a previous study
(Wu and Patwardhan, 2006). Details of the experimental proto-
col used for canines are provided elsewhere (Wu and Patwardhan,
2006), however, they were similar to that described above for the
swine, i.e., TMPs were recorded using microelectrodes from endo-
cardial side of superfused right ventricular tissues. Not all TMP
recordings from canines that we analyzed for the present study
were used in the results reported previously (Wu and Patwardhan,
2006).

The TMP were digitized using a commercial data acquisition
system at a rate of 10,000 samples/s and were analyzed offline using
custom developed code in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
In two pigs, we collected data at 50,000 samples/s to verify that the
computed |dv/dt |max values were not affected by sampling rates. In
order to quantify frequency of incidence of alternans we analyzed
data from trials where the average activation intervals (i.e., the
sum of diastolic interval, DI, and preceding APD) were ≤300 ms.
A trial, in this context, refers to one continuous recording of TMP
from the beginning to the end of a pacing protocol. The pacing
stimuli were delivered either with fixed CL, i.e., the activation inter-
vals were constant, or with fixed DI, i.e., the DIs preceding each
AP were held constant by using a feed-back based pacing proto-
col as described before (Wu and Patwardhan, 2006). Although for
the purposes of the present study, control of DI was not germane,
a difference between fixed CL and fixed DI is noteworthy: under
fixed DI pacing, alternans of APD lead to alternans of CL; likewise,
during fixed CL, alternans of APD lead to alternans of DIs.

All analyses were conducted offline: TMPs were lowpass filtered
(cutoff 1000 Hz) and start of each AP was determined using the
slope of lowpass filtered TMP as the instant at which the slope
became positive. End of an AP was determined when the TMP
repolarized to 90%. During analysis, these markings were identi-
fied by color coded symbols and were manually inspected for each
AP. A change of alternating sign between successive differences
in APD ≥4 ms for at least five consecutive beats was considered
as occurrence of APD alternans. The threshold of 4 ms change is
consistent with that used previously by others (Pruvot et al., 2004).

The |dv/dt |max was computed when APD alternans occurred.
To minimize high frequency amplification during differentiation,
we used a 10 point combined lowpass and differentiation fil-
ter implemented using the “smooth_diff.m” function in Matlab.
Because of the “built-in” filtering, the smoothed differentiation
was computed from non-lowpass filtered TMPs. Alternans of
|dv/dt |max was considered out of phase with APD alternans if
large |dv/dt |max was associated with short APD and in phase if
large |dv/dt |max was associated with long APD.

We note that statistical analysis, i.e., estimating odds of an event
happening by chance, of the results that we obtained was not nec-
essary to meet the objectives of our study, which were to determine
the frequency of occurrence of an event, e.g., out of phase relation-
ship, and to determine what impact it may have on conduction of
an impulse.

We simulated the effects of phase relationship on conduction in
a linear strand of 1000 cells using the canine ventricular myocyte
(CVM) mathematical model, developed by Fox et al. (2002), with
parameters as given in reference (Hua and Gilmour, 2004) to
simulate discordant alternans. Custom code developed in Fortran
was used to implement the model. The simulated cells had a cell
length of 200 μm and membrane capacitance of 1 μF/cm2. Cell
to cell coupling was modeled using diffusion (diffusion coeffi-
cient = 0.0007 cm2/ms). No-flux boundary conditions were used
on the ends.

The strand was paced at one end (cell 5) with a CL of 169 ms for
90 beats to obtain steady state. Each simulation was run for addi-
tional 90 beats following the steady state obtained as described
above. Our objective was to determine the effects of the change
in phase, therefore, to simulate phase change, we increased the
sodium current I Na for all cells based on an “one step ahead” pre-
diction of APD for each cell. That is, a change in APD from two
previous activations was used to predict whether the “about to
begin” AP was going to have a long or short duration. The default
relation between APD and |dv/dt |max at CL of 169 ms is in phase,
therefore, no current change was applied to produce the in phase
relationship. To simulate out of phase,we increased I Na of the short
AP by 80%. We chose this magnitude of change in I Na because this
change produced alternans of comparable magnitude at the paced
cell (cell 5) between the in and out of phase trials. Traces of TMPs
and of I Na from different sites in the linear strand were analyzed to
confirm that the imposed current change was as expected. From
simulations, APD and |dv/dt |max were computed using the same
approach as that used for experimental data.

In order to quantify the oscillation of wavelength, we used a
threshold method to compute the wavelength as follows: the mem-
brane potentials of all cells for 90 beats were stored in a 2-D matrix
V (i, j), where i represents spatial distance (or cell number) and j
represents time (ms). Threshold V 0 was defined as the voltage at
90% repolarization. The potential matrix V was then converted to
an index matrix I with ones [if an element V (i, j) ≥V 0] and zeros
[if V (i, j) <V 0], and the spatial derivative of index matrix I, i.e.,
matrix D was created. At any given time instance t, the wavefront
anywhere was defined when D(i, t ) = −1, and the wave end as
D(i, t ) = 1. Therefore, wavelength was computed as the distance
(in number of cells) between the wavefront and wave end. Mean
wavelength and coefficient of variation (COV), defined as stan-
dard deviation divided by mean wavelength, was computed for
each wave and the average of these for all waves was used as an
estimate of wavelength oscillation in a given simulation.

RESULTS
ALTERNANS OF |dv /dt |MAX AND APD IN CANINES
In 56 trials (n = 3), all with CL ≤300 ms, incidence of APD alter-
nans was 76% and they were always accompanied with alternans
of |dv/dt |max. Figure 1B shows an example of the relationship
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between |dv/dt |max and CL obtained using stepwise decreasing
CL pacing. As CL decreased, |dv/dt |max also decreased. An exam-
ple from a trial of the in phase relationship between |dv/dt |max

and APD alternans is shown in Figure 2 (closed diamonds), and
an example of out of phase relationship is shown by the open
circles in Figure 2, i.e., long APD was associated with slower
rate of depolarization and short APD was associated with faster
rate of depolarization. The incidence of out of phase |dv/dt |max

alternans was 26% with 74% in phase. The average amplitude
of |dv/dt |max alternans was 10%. Figure 3 shows an example of
a continuous 20 AP sequence of in phase (Figures 3A–C) and
out of phase (Figures 3D–F) relationship between alternans of
APD and |dv/dt |max. Both APD (Figures 3A,D) and |dv/dt |max

(Figures 3B,E) traces show a beat-to-beat alternating pattern. The
overlay of APD and |dv/dt |max (Figures 3C,F) clearly show that,
during in phase, a change in APD is accompanied by change of
|dv/dt |max in the same direction, while for out of phase, these two
change in opposite directions for the same AP. We note that these
are conducted APs in tissue and that the shapes of APs change
remarkably at faster activation rates compared to what is seen
during slower activation. As has also been previously reported by
others (Omichi et al., 2000; Rubart et al., 2000; Huang et al., 2004,
2007), at faster activation rates (note the very short activation
intervals in the figure), the upstroke velocity was decreased, the
peak and the notch was blunted due to loss of I to, the plateau phase

FIGURE 1 | Dependence of |dv/dt |max on CL during a trial in swine

(A) and canine (B) obtained using stepwise decreasing CL pacing.

nearly disappeared and the APs generally displayed a triangular-
like shape. These changes in shapes of APs are an expected effect
of faster activation rates.

ALTERNANS OF |dv /dt |MAX AND APD ALTERNANS IN THE SWINE
In 27 trials (n = 8), all with activation intervals ≤300 ms, we
observed that the incidence of APD alternans was 62%. Alter-
nans of |dv/dt |max occurred for all APs when APD alternans
occurred. Figure 1A shows an example of the relationship between
|dv/dt |max and CL. As expected, |dv/dt |max decreased as the activa-
tion intervals decreased, i.e., the CL decreased. Similar decrease in
|dv/dt |max as a function of decreasing CL has also been reported
in the swine by Huang et al., 2007 (their Figure 2). When APD
alternans occurred, incidence of out of phase |dv/dt |max was 4%,
with 96% in phase. The average amplitude of |dv/dt |max alternans
was 13%. Figure 4 shows an example of continuous recording
of in phase (Figures 4A–C) and out of phase (Figures 4D–F)
APD alternans with |dv/dt |max alternans, similar to that in canines
(Figure 3).

SIMULATED ACTIVATION IN A LINEAR STRAND OF CELLS
To explore possible effects of phase change between alternans of
|dv/dt |max and APD alternans on conduction of an impulse, we
simulated activation in a linear strand of 1000 cells. Before starting
the imposed current change, we ran the simulation for 90 beats to
reach a steady state, which produced discordant alternans at the
chosen CL (169 ms). The simulation was continued for another
90 beats with (without) I Na change to produce and compare the
effects of out of phase (in phase) on conduction. Figure 5 shows
the time-space plots for the last 90 beats of simulation during in
phase (Figures 5A–C) and out of phase (Figures 5D–F) relation-
ship between alternans of APD and |dv/dt |max. Each panel succes-
sively represents data from 30 beats of simulation. When alternans
of |dv/dt |max was in phase with APD alternans (Figures 5A–C),
APD alternans transitioned into discord after about 100 cells, and
several nodes were formed along the length of the tissue. Vertical
lines drawn on the time-space plots (Figures 5C,F) show that the

FIGURE 2 | Examples of data from a trial in canines showing in phase

(closed diamonds) and out of phase (open circles) relationship

between APD and its preceding |dv/dt |max, i.e., APD and |dv/dt |max for

the same beat. These data were obtained using constant CL pacing.
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FIGURE 3 | Example of continuous recordings, during constant CL

pacing, showing in phase (A–C) and out of phase (D–F) relationship

between APD and |dv/dt |max alternans in canines. Both APD (A,D) and
|dv /dt |max (B,E) traces display beat-to-beat alternating patterns. (C,F) Show

overlays of APD alternans (open circle) and alternans of |dv /dt |max (closed
diamonds). In this example, average amplitudes of APD alternans were
20.4 ms for in phase (C) and 14.8 ms for out of phase (F). Average amplitudes
of |dv /dt |max alternans were 11.9% (C) and 9.3% (F) respectively.

wavelength, which is the product of APD and CV, oscillated along
the length of the strand. However, with a similar amplitude of APD
alternans at the paced cell (64.4 ms for in phase vs 63.2 ms for out
of phase, Table 1), during out of phase (Figures 5D–F), the orig-
inally formed discordant alternans were gradually eliminated by
the out of phase relationship and totally disappeared after about 50
beats. After that, APD alternans remained concordant throughout,
and there were no oscillations of wavelength. Results of simulation
are summarized in Table 1. These time-space plots are similar to
those reported by Echebarria et al., 2011 (their Figure 3) with SNC,
suggesting that the supernormal CV observed by them and the
out of phase |dv/dt |max alternans may share similar mechanistic
pathways.

In order to quantify the wavelength variation, we computed the
wavelength at different time instances for each wave. The values of
mean wavelength and COV for different waves are summarized in
Table 2. The table shows that the COV was markedly reduced dur-
ing out of phase (0.12) as compared to in phase (0.21). To better
explore how the out of phase relationship progressively minimizes
discord, the 90 beats of simulation were segmented into three 30
beat sections. As the discord decreased, the COV decreased from
0.22 (first 30 beats) to 0.02 (last 30 beats). Compared to in phase,
the difference in mean wavelengths (in number of cells) between
long and short beats for out of phase was more prominent, i.e., 244
and 227 vs 203 and 305, this difference was especially noteworthy
during the last 30 beats (beats 61–90) when all discord was absent

(238 and 230 vs 170 and 319) because of the reduced variation
of wavelength during the out of phase (0.12 overall and 0.02 for
the last 30 beats). Figure 6 shows the distribution of wavelength
during the in phase and out of phase relationship. The overall dis-
tribution (Figures 6A,E) shows that the wavelengths for in phase
were more widely distributed while during out of phase, they were
more concentrated in two bins centered at 176 and 326 (cell num-
bers). As discordant alternans reduced with time, the distribution
became more concentrated for out of phase (Figures 6F–H), how-
ever, for in phase (Figures 6B–D), the distribution pattern nearly
stayed the same through out the simulation.

DISCUSSION
The primary results of our study show that the phase relation-
ship between alternans in early and late phases of an AP is not
invariant and that variations in the phase can have an important
effect on conduction. Therefore, the phase relation may play a crit-
ical role in formation of discordant alternans and in dispersion of
repolarization.

In the context of clinical utility of alternans, T wave alternans
(the so called micro-volt TWA) is seen at high activation rates,
i.e., at high heart rates. Likewise, APD alternans is also observed
at high activation rates, which is why we focused only on TMP
recordings made during high activation rates (CL ≤300 ms). We
note again that the shape of an AP changes considerably as a func-
tion of increasing activation rates. Rubart et al. (2000) reported
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FIGURE 4 | Example of continuous recordings, during constant

CL pacing, showing in phase (A–C) and out of phase (D–F)

relationship between APD and |dv/dt |max alternans in swines.

The format is the same as in Figure 3. Note that the stimulus
artifact for each action potential was blanked to better show
|dv /dt |max alternans.

that during high activation rates, the transient outward potassium
current I to, which plays a dominant role in early phase of repolar-
ization, is remarkably reduced. This expected decrease in I to is the
reason for the lack of distinct shape of phase 1 in our TMP traces
all of which were obtained at high activation rates. The micro-
electrode recordings of TMPs from swine, reported by Huang et al.,
2007 (in their Figure 2) during fast pacing, also show rounded APs
with a marked change in their shape. Similar changes have also
been observed by others (Omichi et al., 2000, 2002; Banville et al.,
2004; Huang et al., 2004). Therefore, the shapes of APs that we
observed at short activation intervals are a consequence of fast
activation rates. Further confirmation that the change in shape of
APs was a result of fast pacing rate was provided by our observa-
tion that the shapes of APs recorded at a slower rate of 500 ms CL
displayed sharp upstrokes, a notch and higher values of |dv/dt |max

similar to those also reported at slower rates by Huang et al. (2007).
Huang et al. (2007) observed that during VF, |dv/dt |max was

a dominant predictor of APD, but the regression coefficients
between them were low. In the context of our results, the low

coefficients observed by them suggest that the phase relation-
ship between |dv/dt |max and APD may also be variable during
VF. These results illustrate the role of depolarization phase in elec-
trical instability along with the repolarization phase. More directly,
Gordon et al. (2010) showed that depolarization alternans along
with repolarization alternans were important in predicting VF in
an ischemic canine heart model.

Our rationale for investigating the phase relationships was
twofold: (i) as shown by previous studies related to the initial
rise of an AP upstroke (Fast et al., 1996; Spach et al., 1998; Kleber,
2005), the morphology of the early part of an AP, which is locally
dictated by the recovery of sodium channels from inactivation
(i.e., closed but available to open), contributes to the availability
of depolarization charge in a connected tissue, and thus impor-
tantly affects conduction of an impulse and wavelength as also
seen in our simulations. (ii) If the relationship between these
alternans was invariant, then it is possible that a same mechanism
underlies all facets of AP alternans, however, if the relationship
was variable, that would suggest that different mechanisms may
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FIGURE 5 |Time-space plots of simulated in phase and out of phase

relationship between APD alternans and alternans of |dv/dt |max.

(A–C) Ninety beats of in phase |dv /dt |max with APD alternans, shown in
three sections (30 beats for each panel). The figure shows that the
transition between concordant and discordant alternans occurred several
times. The vertical white lines (solid and dashed) show wavelengths (long
and short, respectively) at different time instances. Note the pronounced
spatial oscillation in wavelength. (D–F) Ninety beats of out of phase

|dv /dt |max with APD alternans. The figure shows that the discordant
alternans produced by the initial conditions were removed progressively by
the out of phase relationship, and concordant alternans persisted along
the tissue afterward. Compared to (A–C), the change in wavelength was
minimal. (G,H) Show the TMP traces at the paced cell (cell 5) for the last
30 beats, corresponding to (C,F), respectively. In [(G,H); inset] are traces
of I to current for the last 10 APs which show that, as expected, I to mimics
changes in |dv /dt |max.
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Table 1 | Summary of results of simulated activations.

Phase relationship Cell 5 Cell 100 Cell 200 Cell 400 Cell 600 Cell 800 Cell 980

In phase APD vs |dv /dt |max APD (ms) Odd beat 155.8 125.9 93.6 154.7 97.5 155.7 149.5

Even beat 91.4 137.5 155.6 97.8 155 94.4 117.4

ΔAPD (ms) 64.4 −11.6 −62 56.9 −57.5 61.3 32.1

|dv /dt |max Odd beat 184.5 126.4 114 128.8 116.2 129.6 129.3

(mV/ms) Even beat 170.9 129.3 129 117.3 129.4 114 125.9

Δ|dv /dt |max (%) 7.96 −2.24 −11.63 9.80 −10.20 13.68 2.70

Out of phase APD vs |dv /dt |max APD (ms) Odd beat 155 157.4 158.1 158.2 157.8 158 156.9

Even beat 91.8 86 80.5 80.3 80.2 80.1 82.7

ΔAPD (ms) 63.2 71.4 77.6 77.9 77.6 77.9 74.2

|dv /dt |max Odd beat 184.5 128 129.8 130 128 128.8 128.6

(mV/ms) Even beat 197.4 135.8 120 117.9 118.5 118.6 124.9

Δ|dv /dt |max (%) −6.99 −6.09 7.55 10.26 8.02 8.60 2.88

APD and |dv/dt|max values at different cells were computed as the average of the last 10 beats of the simulation for both in phase and out of phase relationship.

ΔAPD was computed as the difference between the APDs of odd beats and even beats; the sign +/− represents concordant/discordant alternans. Δ|dv/dt|max was

computed as the percent difference between odd and even beats, the sign +/− represents in phase/out of phase relationship with APD alternans.

Table 2 | Mean wavelength (WL) and coefficient of variation (COV) computed for in phase and out of phase relationship.

Phase relationship All beats Beat 1–30 Beat 31–60 Beat 61–90

In phase All beats Mean WL 235.5 238.7 235.7 234.8

COV 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21

Odd beats Mean WL 244.0 247.3 245.8 238.9

COV 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21

Even beats Mean WL 227.3 225.6 225.5 230.7

COV 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.20

Out of phase All beats Mean WL 254.8 268.1 253.2 245.0

COV 0.12 0.22 0.11 0.02

Odd beats Mean WL 203.3 246.2 193.6 170.3

COV 0.16 0.23 0.17 0.05

Even beats Mean WL 305.1 282.5 312.9 319.8

COV 0.09 0.21 0.07 0.00

Mean WL (in number of cells) and COV was computed for each beat, and then the average was calculated for all beats, for odd and even beats separately, and over

different sections (beats 1–30, 31–60, and 61–90).

contribute to alternans of different phases of an AP. Although
alternans of |dv/dt |max was mostly in phase with alternans of
APD, the incidence of out of phase was not negligible. The percent
incidence was low, however, considering the clinical observation
of very low probability of any one activation degenerating into
re-entry (compared to the total number of activations), the inci-
dence of out of phase behavior is substantial. The critical impact of
|dv/dt |max on CV, and CV being key in the transition from concor-
dant to discordant alternans (Qu et al., 2000), provided rationale
for investigating effects of the phase between |dv/dt |max and APD
on dynamics of conduction. Results of simulations, in Figures 5
and 6 and in Tables 1 and 2, show that an out of phase relationship
between these alternans minimizes the oscillations in wavelength
and thus prevents discordant alternans. Assuming a cell length of
about 200 μm, the length of the strand that we simulated is about
20 cm. Therefore, we consider that these results provide a global

view of the effects of phase on the fate of a conducted impulse.
We also note that the amplitudes of |dv/dt |max alternans that we
simulated ranged from 2 to 14% and 3 to 10% (Table 1), similar to
the amplitudes of experimentally observed alternans of |dv/dt |max,
which, when averaged over all occurrences of |dv/dt |max alternans
in all animals, were 13 and 10% (swine and canines).

Mechanisms for discordant alternans have been linked to resti-
tution of APD and of CV by several investigations (Qu et al.,
2000; Weiss et al., 2000; de Diego et al., 2008; Mironov et al.,
2008; de Lange and Kucera, 2010) and have been theoretically
explained by Echebarria and Karma (2002, 2007) using ampli-
tude equation approach. Alternating APD causes alternating I Na

amplitude and therefore (in phase) alternans of |dv/dt |max. In
case of in phase relationship, observed majority of the time, but
not always, large |dv/dt |max associated with long APD results in
faster conduction. The resulting decrease in preceding DI, in turn
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FIGURE 6 | Histograms of wavelength distribution for in phase (A–D) and

out of phase (E–H) relationship. (A,E) Show the overall wavelength
distribution for all 90 beats. (B–D,F–H) Show the distribution in different
sections (beat 1–30, 31–60, 61–90, from top to bottom), with 30 beats in each

section. During in phase, the wavelength was more widely distributed
between 150 and 350 (in number of cells), while during out of phase, it was
more concentrated in two bins centered at 176 and 326, especially in the last
section (H).

shortens the long APD, and slows propagation. Opposite process
happens for the short APD, resulting in a spatial oscillation in
wavelength and thus increase in the dispersion of refractoriness.
On the other hand, for out of phase relationship, the long APD has
a smaller leading |dv/dt |max, therefore, the decrease in preceding
DI does not occur due to slower (compared to the in phase situ-
ation) conduction, which suppresses oscillation of wavelength as

shown in Figure 5 and Table 2. These observations are very sim-
ilar to the results reported by Echebarria et al. (2011) in a recent
study focused on SNC, where they observed that the transition to
discordant alternans only happened in the case of normal conduc-
tion while during SNC,APD alternans always remains concordant.
Their findings are consistent with our simulation results, whereby
the in phase relationship between APD and |dv/dt |max alternans
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promoted discord while the out of phase relationship prevented
it, suggesting a potential similarity between the effects of out of
phase behavior and of SNC. Since |dv/dt |max is a primary cellular
level variable that determines CV (in the absence of changes in
gap junctional coupling) we consider that the out of phase behav-
ior probably is the underlying mechanism of SNC in situations
where SNC is observed to eliminate discord because of the fol-
lowing: during alternans, the out of phase behavior is caused due
to an unexpected increase in sodium recovery (from inactivation)
before the short AP, which leads to a higher rate of depolarization
and thus faster conduction for the short AP as compared to the
long AP. Faster conduction for the shorter AP (at faster rates, the
AP resulting from S2 is shorter than the preceding AP from the
last S1) then manifests into a negative slope for the CV restitution.
If the mechanism discussed above about suppression of discor-
dant alternans holds, then slow conduction for a longer APD can
lead to a continued increase in duration for the already long APD
thus continued shortening of the short APD. However, all things
being equal, as shown in Figure 5, for a length of simulated tissue
that is of a size longer than a fiber that would span the ventri-
cle, out of phase relationship minimizes wavelength oscillations.
In a study by de Lange and Kucera (2010), SNC was shown to
amplify the amplitude of APD alternans distal to the pacing site
during alternant CL pacing, which is comparable to our results
of the out of phase simulation (Table 1). As discussed in their
paper, it is possible that the amplification of APD alternans could
lead to a conduction block at a distal site. We also observed a
similar increase, however, as discussed above, if a block were to
happen, it would be at a site distal to the fiber length of 20 cm
that we simulated. This length is longer than the dimension of
the entire ventricle, therefore, we hypothesize that the absence of
discord resulting from out of phase behavior may be a stabilizing
factor.

Table 1 shows that during out of phase simulations, the phase
relationship that resulted between |dv/dt |max and APD was in
phase for cell 200 and distal cells. Although seemingly in con-
trast to the imposed out of phase behavior, the reason for this
switch was that even though we did increase the I Na for the short
AP, the decrease in preceding DI for the shorter AP resulted in a
decreased availability of recovered I Na and thus the decrease in I Na

was actually larger than the imposed increase of 80%. An oppo-
site situation resulted in a spatially rapid increase in preceding DI
(and thus of subsequent APD) for the longer APs during out of
phase simulation because of decreased CV (the rapid change in
APD from cell 1 to cell 200 followed by a much slower contin-
ued increase in APD). Once the DIs shortened sufficiently for the
short AP, |dv/dt |max decreased (due to reduced I Na for the short

AP despite of the imposed 80% increase) which slowed conduc-
tion and thus slowed the decrease in DI and APD. However, it was
interesting to observe that even though the out of phase behavior
“switched” to in phase behavior for cells 200 and beyond, once the
initial spatial oscillation was prevented in the first 200 cells, then
the rest of the wavelength changes were monotonic. The simula-
tions show that it may not be necessary for the phase to change in
entire tissue mass, a change in even smaller areas may alter spatial
dynamics of repolarization.

The incidence of alternans (and out of phase) observed in the
current study was much higher in canines compared to that in
swines. Although several known (and unknown) differences in
ionic currents could be the cause of the different incidence between
these two species, we consider that differences in I to is a likely can-
didate. Previous studies (Li et al., 2003) have shown that both I to1

and I to2 are present in CVM (Tseng and Hoffman, 1989) while
only I to2 is present in swines. As I to current plays an important
role in phase 1 repolarization and generation of APD alternans, less
expression of I to current in swines provides a possible explanation
of the less frequent alternans observed in this species.

In conclusion, our study shows that in two species widely
used to study alternans and related phenomenon, swines and
canines,APD alternans are frequently accompanied by alternans of
|dv/dt |max, and although mostly in phase with each other, they can
spontaneously become out of phase in both species. Out of phase
relationship can amplify amplitude of APD alternans, however,
it also stabilizes concordant alternans and prevents the transition
from concord to discord. We consider that absence of spatial dis-
cord is suggestive of a less arrhythmic substrate and therefore out
of phase relationship may have a stabilizing effect on conduction
of impulses.

LIMITATIONS
Ventricular myocytes are known to have different ion channel
expression in different regions of the heart. Our observations are
limited to the alternans in the endocardial region of the right ven-
tricles. The phase change that we imposed in our simulation was
phenomenological, because our primary aim was to determine
the potential effects of phase change on conduction and not what
causes the phase change per se. Although anomalous recovery of
I Na is the likely cause of out of phase behavior, the mechanisms
behind what causes this anamoly, and importantly, what causes
the spontaneous phase change remain unclear.
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APPENDIX

FIGURE A1 |The figure shows transmembrane potential traces

(A,B) and the slow inactivation gate j of sodium current (C) during

normal, i.e., the in phase simulation (solid line) and when this gate

was disabled, i.e., set as a constant equal to 1 (dashed line).

Disabling j produced out of phase, and the predominant effect of this
change was for the smaller AP because for the long AP the gate had

already recovered to a value of one, but not so for the short AP. The
double headed arrows show that the difference between the two
situations (normal and altered sodium current availability) was most
pronounced for short APs and the red asterisks show that the difference
between the two situations (normal and altered sodium current
availability) was minimal for long APs.
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FIGURE A2 |Time-space plot shows that block of I to current lengthens the short APD and shortens the long APD, resulting in termination of APD

alternans.

FIGURE A3 | Example of out of phase |dv/dt |max alternans

(A) with APD alternans (B) in single cell simulation. In this
simulation, the slow inactivation gate j of sodium current was set
to 1 and concentration of extracellular potassium ([K+]o) was

reduced to 3.55 (normal value is 4.0). CL was increased to 190 ms
instead of 169 ms as decreasing [K+]o increased APD and blocked
the short beat at CL of 169 ms. The amplitude of |dv /dt |max

alternans is 1.75%.
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